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Introdllction ..

Purpose and plan of the inqlliry

THE CREATION of a formal mathematical language was of

decisive significance for the constitution of modern mathematical 

physics . If the mathematical presentation is regarded

as a mere device , preferred only because the insights of

natural science can be expressed by " symbols " in the

simplest and most exact manner possible , the meaning of the

symbolism as well as of the special methods of the physical

disciplines in general will be misunderstood . True , in the

seventeenth and eighteenth century it was still possible to

express and comm U11icate discoveries concerning the

" natural " relations of objects in llonmathematical terms ,

yet even then - or , rather , particularly then - it was

precisely the mathematical form , the mos geo1l1ctriclls , which

secured their dependability and trustworthiness . After three

centuries of intensive development , it has finally become

impossible to separate the content of mathenlatical physics

from its form . The fact that elementary presentations of

physical science which are to a certain degree nonmathematical 
and appear quite free of presuppositions in their

derivations of fundamental concepts (having recourse ,

throughout , to immediate " intuition " ) are still in vogue
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4 PART ONE

should not deceive us about the fact that it is impossible, and

has always been impossible, to grasp the meaning of what
we nowadays call physics independently of its mathematical
form . Thence arise the insurmountable difficulties in which

discussions of modern physical theories become entangled as
soon as physicist or non physicists attempt to disregard the
mathematical apparatus and to present the results of scientific
research in popular form . The intimate connection of the
formal mathematical language with the content of mathematical 

physics stems from the special kind of conceptualiza-
tion wluch is a concomitant of modern science and which

was of fundamental importance in its formation .
Before entering upon a discussion of the problems which

mathematical physics faces today, we must therefore set
ourselves the task of inquiring into the origin and the conceptual 

structure of this formal language. For this reason

the fundamental question concerning the inner relations
between mathematics and physics, of " theory " and

" experiment ," of " systematic" and " empirical " procedure
within mathematical physics, will be wholly bypassed in
this study. which will confine itself to the limited task of

recover it;g to some degree the sources, today almost
completely hidden from view , of our modern symbolic
mathematics. Nevertheless, the inquiry will never lose sight of
the fundamental question, directly related as it is to the
conceptual difficulties arising within mathematical physics
today. However far afield it may run , its formulation will
throughout be determined by this as its ultimate theme.

The creation of the formal language of mathematics is
identical with the foundation of modern algebra. From the
thirteenth until the middle of the sixteenth century , the
West absorbed the Arabic science of " algebraal -g' abr

I J Ja' l-muqabala) in the form of a theory of equations, probably
itself derived from Indian as well as from Greek sources.!
As far as the Greek sources are concerned, the special influence 

of the Arithnletic of Diophantus on the content, but
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even more so on the form , of this Arabic science is un -

mistakable2 - if not in the Liber Algorisllzi of al - Khowarizmi

himself , at any rate from the tencll century on . 3 Now concurrently 

with the elaboration , particularly in Italy , of the

theory of equations which the Arabs had passed on to the

West , the original text of Diophantus began , as early as

the fifteenth century , to become well known and influential .

But it was not Ulltil the last quarter of the sixteenth century

that Victa undertook to broaden and to modify Diophantus '

teclmique in a really crucial way . He thereby became the

true founder of modern mathematics .

The conventional presentations of the history of this

development do not , indeed , fail to see the significance of the

revival and assimilation of Greek mathematics in the sixteenth

ccntury . But they always take for granted , and far too much

as a matter of course , the fact of symbolic macllcmatics . They

are not sufficiently aware of the character of the conceptual

transformation which occurred in the course of this assimilation 

and which constitutes the indispensable condition of

modern mathematical symbolism . Moreover , most of the

standard histories attempt to grasp Greek mathematics itself

with the aid of modern symbolism , as if the latter were an

altogether external " form " which may be tailored to any

desirable " content . " And even in thc casc of investigations

intent upon a gcnuinc understanding of Greek science , onc

finds that the inquiry starts out from a conceptual lcvcl

which is , from the very beginning , and precisely with

respect to thc fundamental concepts , determined by modern

modes of thought . To disengage ourselves as far as possiblc

from these modes must bc thc first concern of our enterprise .

Hcncc our object is not to evaluate the revival of Greek

mathematics in the sixteenth century in terms of its results

retrospectively , but to rchcarsc tllC actual course of its genesis

prospectively . Now in Victa ' s assimilation and transformation 

of thc Diophantinc tccruliquc , wc have , as it were , a

picce of thc scam whereby thc " ncw " scicncc is attached to



the old. But in order to be able to throw light on tllC essential
features of this assin'lilation and transformation , we must first

of all see the work of Diophantusji'011l the point of vielV of its
Olvn presz.tppositions. Only then can we begin to distinguish
Victa's " Ars analyticc" from its Greek foundations so as
to reveal the conceptual transformation which is expressed
in it .

The Arithnz.ctic of Diophantus must, then, be given its
proper place within the general framework of Grcco-
Hellenistic science, whatever one n'lay imagine its prehistory
to have been. This, however, immediately leads to acomparison 

of the foundations of the Arithnlctic with those of

the Ncoplatonic " arithmetical" literature which forms its
background, although the Ncoplatonic categories were such
as to prevent the integration of the Arithnz.ctic into this
literature . Sections 2- 4 of Part I are devoted to the investigation 

of the classification of mathematical sciences in the

N co platonic writers; these classifications go back to corresponding 
formulations in Plato, without , however, being

identical with thcn'l. It will be shown that the Ncoplatonic
division of the science of numbers into " theoretical arith -

n'lctic" and " practical logistic" (the art of calculation)
cannot assign an unambiguous position to the " theory of
ratios and proportions." The latter does, on the other hand,
seem identical with the " theoretical logistic" postulated by
plato. For Plato, this " theoretical logistic" bears a relation
to " practical logistic" sinlilar to tllat which " theoretical
arithmetic" has to " practical arithn'lctic." " Theoretical
logistic" and " theoretical arithmetic" both have as objects

in contrast to the corresponding practical arts - not
things experienced through the senses but indivisible " pure"
units which arc completely uniform among themselves and
which can be grasped as such only in tllought. Both tllCO-
rctical disciplines arise directly, on the one hand from actual
coltnting, and on the other from ca!cz.t!atil1g, i .e., from the act
of rclatlllg numbers to one another; and the task of the
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theoretical disciplines is to reduce these " practical " activities

to their true presuppositions . The Neoplatonic commentaries

on the Platonic definitions of arithmetic and logistic in the

Charmides and in the Gorgias show that in this " reduction "

arithmetic is concerned with the " kinds " ( ELD1 ] ) of numbers

while logistic is concerned with their " material " ( ; ;.:\1] ) .

The platonic postulation of a theoretical logistic as a noetic

analogue for , and as the presupposition of , any art of

calculation was ignored , as Section 5 will show , by the

Neoplatonists , essentially because of the property of indivisibility 

of the noetic monads ; the use of fractional parts

of the unit of calculation , which is unavoidable in calculations

, cannot be justified on the basis of such monads . An

additional reason was the elaboration of the theory of ratios

into a general theory of proportion , which depended on the

discovery of incommensurable magnitudes and which led

altogether beyond the realm of counted collections .

However , the difficulties which arise from the platonic

postulation of a theoretical logistic can be fully understood

only if the onto  logical foundations which determine this

conception are called to mind . And this requires , in turn , a

thoroughgoing clarification of the arith ' 110 S concept which

forms the basis of all Greek arithmetic and logistic . It can be

shown ( Section 6 ) that arith " 10S ilever means anything other

than " a definite number of definite objects . " Theoretical

arithmetic grows initially out of the understanding cllat in

the process of " counting off " any objects whatever we make

use of a prior knowledge of " counting - numbcrs " which arc

already in our possession and which , as such , can only be

collections of " undiffercntiatcd " objects , namely asscm -

biages of " pure " units . The problem of the possibility of

such assemblages , i . c . , the question how it is possible that

" " 1 ld r 11 ' f " "111ali  V ones s 10U ever rorm a Ile co ectlon 0 ones ,
.l

leads to the search for ride with definite " specific properties "

such as will give unity to , and permit a classification of , all

co11l1ted collections . Greek arithmetic is therefore originally
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nothing but tile theory of the ride of numbers, while in the
art of " calculating," and therefore in theoretical logistic as
well, these counted collections are considered only with
reference to their " material," their hyle, that is, with
reference to the units as such. The possibility of theoretical
logistic is therefore totally dependent on the mode of being
which the pure units are conceived to have.

For this reason Pythagorean and platonic philosophy in
tlleir relation to the fundamental problems of Greek
mathematics are considered next (Section 7). In the first part
(7A), the general point of view of Pythagorean cosmological
" mathematics" and its connection with the arith'1/0S concept
as such is presented. In the second part (7B), the significance
which is attached to " the ability to count and calculate" in
platonic philosophy is discussed: In " pure" arithmetic and
" pure" logistic, human thinking (O Lc X VOL Ct) succeeds in
becoming conscious of the true object and the true pre-
sup positions of its activity, an activity which always remains
tied to sense perception (Ctia B1 Ja L S'). A tllird part (7C) follows
through the consequences which arise for plato from the
privileged position he assigns to the tlleory of number: In
the structure of the arithn/os concept he discovers the
possibility of a fundamental solution of the problem of
participation ([LE BEg L S') to which his " dialectic" necessarily
leads, without, however, being of itself able to provide a
solution. Thus the Pythagorean attempt at an " arithmo-
logical" ordering of all being is repeated by plato within the
realm of the idcas thcmsclvcs; this amounts to a dccisive
corrcction of thc Elcatic thcsis of the " One."

This conception of numbcrs, eidctic as wcll as matllcmati-
cal, as asscmblagcs whose bcing is self-subsistent and
originally " scparate" from scnsc perccption, a conception
which is basic in platonic tcaching, is thcn criticizcd by
Aristotlc (Scction 8). Hc shows that thc " pure" units are
merely thc product of a " reduction" pcrformcd in thought,
which turns everytlling co Ulltable into " ncutral" material.
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appear characteristically in Stevll1 , Descartes, and Wallis .

The " pure " units have , therefore , no being of their own .

Their indivisibility is only an expression of the fact that

counting and calculating always presuppose a last , irreducible

" unit , " which is to be understood as the given " measure . "

It follows that there is nothing to prevent the introduction

of a new and " smaller " measure ; in other words , we may

operate with fractional parts of the former unit . Only on the

basis of this Aristotelian conception can the platonic demand

for a " scientific " logistic be realized .

In Part II of this study we turn to the relation of symbolic

algebra to the Arith ' 1lctic of Diophantus . After a general

consideration of the difference between ancient and modern

concept formation , the work of Diophantus is , on the basis

of the results of Part I , interpreted as a " theoretical logistic "

( Section 9 ) . In the formulation and solution of problems ,

this theoretical logistic always retains a dependence on the

Greek arith ' 110 S concept , although it apparently incorporates

a more general , preGreek " algebraic " tradition as well

( Section 10 ) .

Finally , in Sections I I and 12 Tile transformation of Tile

Diophantine tecrulique at the hands of Vieta and Stevin is

described . In these concluding sections we show that the

revival and assimilation of Greek logistic in the sixteenth

century are themselves prompted by an already currentS

) ' lllbolic understanding of number , and we attempt to

clarify the conceptual structure of the algebraic symbolism

which is its prcduct . At the same time we trace out the

general transfonnation , closely connected with the symbolic

understanding of number , of the " scientific " consciousness

of later centuries . This transformation will be shown to


